World Bank Endorses ICT as Key to Greater Development Impacts

Among the keys to success for the World Bank’s ICT initiative is making development more open and accountable and transforming service delivery. Extensive documentation has been released indicating how the World Bank envisions this ambitious 2012–2015 program is to be implemented. While ICT technology is crucial to successful advancement of many dimensions of the program of work, innovative programs are essential introducing new business techniques is considered essential. Accelerating development is intended to be integral to poverty reduction.

The spirit and objectives of this ambitious World Bank ICT program are shared by those who have participated editorially the Journal of E-Governance over the last 36 years. We appreciate very much the support of the members of the Advisory Board contributors of authored articles and other editorial material. IOS Press, a leading international scientific and technical publisher has provided many valuable materials.

On behalf of everyone involved with the Journal, our deep appreciation and best wishes for the future.

Russell Pipe,
Editor in Chief